
T he image of justice—at least as it is personified in many cultures—is of 
a woman, positioned high above, prominently blindfolded and holding 
a sword and set of scales. The scales are symbolic, of course, but sug-

gest that searching for justice in a complex world requires a careful balance 
between individual and societal needs, or, perhaps, between the more elusive 
concepts of blame and accountability. There are a lot of organizational forces 
that lead us toward blame. Managers, customers, boards of directors and even 
interested attorneys may demand an explanation into what went wrong and 
what is being done to fix the problem. Just what constitutes the problem is 
an area of contention, though, and is what this article seeks to illuminate. 

TWO ENDS OF THE SPECTRUM
An experienced A&P mechanic—let’s call him James—was working second shift 

at a repair station as he had for many years. He’d been at work for several hours 
by the time the sun started to go down, and because the hangar was unusually full, 
he needed to complete a minor repair to an aircraft that was on the ramp. This 
wasn’t normal, but it wasn’t unheard of either. The repair required that the tip cap 
be removed from the right wing in order to gain access. The sun was fully down 
by then, and James was having trouble seeing the work in the fading light. He 
went inside and found a headlamp to help light the area inside the wing. Since the 
work was outside, James found that he had to occasionally leave to go back to his 
tool chest or to the parts room to get what he needed to finish the job. He placed 
the headlamp just inside the wing as he walked into the hangar to quickly grab a 
forgotten tool and brought another work light. The rest of the job—and the remain-
ing shift—went uneventfully. James finished the task, buttoned up the wingtip, and 
completed the logbook entry for the airplane. The next morning, the aircraft was 
dispatched and departed on a routine flight. It wasn’t until the pilot banked the air-
craft for a heading change that anything out of the ordinary cropped up. As the pilot 
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attempted to level the wings, the con-
trols felt strange, and the pilot noticed 
he wasn’t able to stop the plane from 
banking. Thinking quickly, the crew 
reduced power on one engine and 
used trim to maintain some control. 
They declared an emergency and 
explained what they were seeing 
to Air Traffic Control (ATC). Using 
differential engine power and trim, 
they eventually landed the airplane. 
A quick check of the logs showed the 
previous night’s maintenance, and the 
wingtip was removed. There, inside 
the wing, was a headlamp, its straps 
wrapped around the aileron push-
rod. Hearing the news, James, the 
technician, felt sick. A quick-thinking 
crew—and a lot of luck—had been the 
only things that prevented a catastro-
phe. The investigation that followed 
was thorough, but it didn’t focus 
solely on James’s actions. It looked at 
the system in a broader sense, seeking 
to understand the full story rather 
than affix blame. Sure, there were 
rumblings of termination amongst the 
crews; but, in the end, the investiga-
tion report was clearly communicated 
throughout the organization, and 
several system-level ideas, from tool 
control to checklists, were examined 
as ways to create a more resilient 
process. James was the one that did 
the work; but the abandoned head-
lamp could have happened to anyone. 
The investigating team—along with 
maintenance representatives—worked 
hard to identify opportunities for 
learning. Of course, leaving a tool or 
a light in a wing wasn’t something 
the organization could tolerate, but 
they understood that firing James did 
nothing to solve the matter of how the 
lamp got left there in the first place.

This sort of thinking doesn’t always 
happen, though. An air charter opera-
tor taking delivery of a new aircraft 
for their fleet experienced the flip side 
of the just culture coin. While flying 
back to their home base from the fac-
tory, after accepting the aircraft, the 
crew correctly read back an altitude 
clearance from the controller. Though 
the altitude may not have been nor-
mal outside of positive ATC control, it 
wasn’t unusual to be assigned varying 
altitudes in the area to accommodate 
traffic. After verifying their assign-
ment, nothing further was heard from 
ATC. The crew worked to reach con-
trollers, trying a dozen times to reach 
them. Meanwhile, a 737 flying in the 
opposite direction on the same airway 
was also assigned the same altitude, 
though earlier and on a different fre-
quency, preventing crews from hear-
ing each other’s clearance. During 
the period where the charter operator 
was unable to reach ATC by radio, 
the aircraft collided without ever 
having seen one another. Though the 
smaller aircraft was damaged, it was 
able to land at a nearby military base. 
The 737 tragically lost control and all 
on board were killed. The crew and 
passengers of the charter flight were 
stunned and were further devastated 
by the news of the downed airliner. At 
this point, the wheels were already in 
motion to criminalize the actions of 
the charter pilots. They were detained 
and their passports were confiscated 
shortly before they were charged with 
“endangering an aircraft.” Although 
the function of an air traffic control 
system is generally understood to be 
a complex undertaking, with many 
interacting elements, the crew were 
singled out by regulators, officials, 

military and news media as having 
caused the accident through reck-
lessness. Subsequent investigation 
revealed widespread system issues 
in the ATC organization, as well as 
a series of communication issues 
compounded by malfunctions and 
infrequent maintenance. Despite 
that, the government sought culpa-
bility, believing that human error 
was a cause, not a symptom. The 
crew and passengers spent years 
battling legal issues and disagree-
ments persist to this day about the 
nature of the accident’s causation.

The difference between the two 
examples is stark. Of course, the 
difference in outcomes is equally 
so; one resulting in multiple fatali-
ties, while the other was only a close 
call. This difference is often appar-
ent in cultural response to failure, 
as we often naturally, if illogically, 
apply more weight to catastrophic 
results. The challenge, though, is in 
understanding work and systems 
from the perspective of the prac-
titioner—regardless of the sever-
ity of failure—and in restoring the 
system to its intended function.

WHY JUST CULTURE?
Without justice, it is difficult to 

fully know what’s really going on 
within our organizations. All those 
times we make it through a shift 
uneventfully are lost as learning 
opportunities without a culture that 
allows people at all levels to com-
municate openly about the reality, 
good and bad, of our processes and 
systems. For customers, the benefit 
is an organization that focuses on 
improving their experience rather 
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than inventing new ways to deflect 
liability. We’re able to bid more 
competitively and exceed service 
expectations if we can more effec-
tively enable real-time learning and 
push toward restoration rather than 
punishment. But, this is hard work. 
It involves continuous effort, balanc-
ing the tension between, as Dekker 
notes, “wanting everything in the 
open, but not tolerating everything” 
(2016, p. 26). Internally, investing in 
growing a just culture builds trust and 
transparency. These are important 
because there’s little doubt who will 
be called to the boss’s office when 
something goes wrong. Front-line 
employees have the most at stake 
because of their proximity to work at 
the sharp end, and they stand to gain 
the most from a system that exam-
ines not only why a system fails, but 
how they build capacity for things to 
go right. That context, if mistreated, 
can be fatal for an organization, but 
with thoughtful implementation, 
workers at all levels have an oppor-
tunity, not for exoneration, but to 
focus on doing their work well with 
an understanding that the organiza-
tion wants to hear an honest assess-
ment of how things look from where 
they sit, allowing more informed 
decision-making from top to bottom.

Rashomon, the classic 1950 
Kurosawa film, examines the concept 
of justice by taking viewers through 
the same events as viewed by four 
people, each with a different—and 
sometimes contradictory—perspec-
tive. The movie builds suspense 
because we see how murky the waters 
can become around the topics of 
trust, objectivity, blame and report-
ing. Growing a just culture is more 

than simply balancing culpability 
and accountability; it also requires 
a balance of perspective (the earlier 
examples certainly had many per-
spectives involved) and a willingness 
to defer to local, front-line wisdom as 
to how processes are done and where 
the system fails or supports employ-
ees in the completion of their work. 
Building perspective-broadening 
opportunities into our processes 
is just one way to work toward a 
culture of balanced accountability.

PEOPLE CREATE SAFETY
If we choose to view people and 

their actions as problems, we are 
willfully ignorant of the preponder-
ance of evidence pointing to human 
flexibility and ingenuity as creat-
ing the resilience necessary for our 
organizations to make it through even 
a single shift without disaster. As an 
example, we’re frequently told that 
human error is causal in the bulk of 
incidents and accidents (there’s a fun-
damental problem here, in that error 
isn’t a cause, but a hindsight-biased 
label applied to describe a condi-
tion—more on that in ABJ Q3 2015, 
if you’re interested). Assuming no 
logical issues with that first statement 

on human error, we know that acci-
dents, at least in the case of readily 
available Part 135 accident rates, 
occur on only around 22 occasions 
per million flight hours. If humans 
are to blame in those arguably rare 
occurrences, then what causes things 
to go right—or at least unremark-
ably—99.99998% of the time? For 
our logic to work, the answer has to 
be humans, and for a just culture 
to emerge, we must likewise under-
stand that humans create safety.

Too far to the other end of the 
spectrum, toward a truly blame-free 
environment, may not satisfy the 
many pressures we face in business, 
nor does it address a core principle 
in any organization: accountabil-
ity. With an aircraft lying in the 
grass after an overrun, the board 
of directors will almost certainly 
seek an explanation as to exactly 
how the accident occurred, and who 
should be punished (or worse yet, 
retrained with the same systems that 
got them there to begin with). We 
see this echoed in society as well, 
where clear calls for accountability 
result in swift, often crowd-sourced, 
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justice, frequently ignoring systemic 
issues in favor of the temporarily 
satisfying punishment of the bad 
apple. But what should we do when 
someone messes up—ignore it? 
Blame the system? For many, this 
feels empty, lacking a sense of real 
resolution or true accountability.  

How then do we balance Justice’s 
scales? The trap we tend to fall into 
is in viewing the choice of individual 
culpability versus blaming the system 
as a false dichotomy, rather than as 
a balancing act itself. The reality of 
work in organizational systems is that 
there is a combination of both system 
influence and individual discretion, 
and so, as Berlinger (2005) sug-
gests, we must work to understand 
not only the human and the system 
as constructs, but also how humans 
function within the system and with 
each other. Dekker (2007) echoes 
this as a focus “not [on] individu-
als or systems, but individuals in 
systems” (p. 131). An organizational 
culture that is blame-free is not one 
without personal accountability, but 
creating and sustaining that sort 
of culture may be difficult to do.

ACCOUNTABILITY IN PRACTICE
To achieve accountability, we must 

first agree on what it looks like and 
what it does. Of course, the question 
of defining accountability is fraught 
with pitfalls, not the least of which is 
deciding who gets to define it in the 
first place. Virginia Sharpe (2004) 
describes the need to think direction-
ally about accountability and to shift 
from a backward-looking version 
of accountability that devolves to 
the “blame and shame” so many of 
us have witnessed after an accident 

or error. Instead, Sharpe suggests 
a forward-looking orientation for 
accountability: one that acknowl-
edges a mistake and the resultant 
harm and moves forward creating 
opportunities for reflection and 
systemic responses to the mistake 
and to the harm. The point, says 
Sharpe, is that this sort of account-
ability focuses on identifying obliga-
tions and ownership for responding 
by asking questions like: 1) who was 
harmed, 2) what do they need and 3) 
who is obligated to meet that need? 
The resultant conversation is neces-
sarily quite different, and instead 
of an arbiter on high handing out 
punishment, achieving system and 
individual wholeness becomes a more 
community-centered effort toward 
restorative, rather than retributive 
justice. Operationally, only a forward-
looking view of accountability allows 
for organizational learning, address-
ing the true sources of harm, and for 
building trust within our teams.

STEPS TOWARD A 
JUST CULTURE

There are countless stories from 
which we might extract some of the 
themes of just culture as applied in 
real life, but it can be difficult to wrap 
our arms around the core tenets.  
Dekker (2016, pp. 36-37) identifies 
a number of concepts within just 
culture that stand out as important:

 » A single account cannot do jus-
tice to the complexity of events 
—the more diverse the descrip-
tions of events and systems are, 
the closer we are to reality

 » A just culture accepts no 
single account as true or 
right—as in Rashomon, 

varying accounts avoid a 
sort of moral high ground 
in favor of understanding

 » A just culture is not about abso-
lutes, but about compromise 
—justice is not enforced, it is 
bargained as a social construct

 » A just culture pays close atten-
tion to the “view from below,” 
i.e. those involved at the tip of 
the spear—learning requires 
a user-centered perspective

 » A just culture is not about 
achieving power goals—protec-
tion of power and just culture 
cannot co-exist; humility 
is a precursor to justice

 » Disclosure matters—dis-
closure is a duty

 » Protecting those who disclose 
matters just as much—an 
unwavering devotion to 
protecting those who disclose 
builds trust in the system

 » Proportionality and decency 
are crucial to a just culture—
context drives response

Building toward a just culture 
requires a multifaceted approach 
and one of the central components is 
getting people to trust in the system, 
including the reporting function, 
the reliability, legitimacy and fair-
ness of investigations, and critically, 
who decides what is acceptable. 
“The greatest responsibility, and 
therefore, accountability for a just 
culture resides with organizational 
leaders,” note Mayer and Cronin 
(2008, p. 429). As with all matters 
of culture, specificity is important, 
and many leaders find it easier to 
narrow the focus from the broader 
concept of just culture, and instead 
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work to build a sound and sustained 
reporting culture, where staff know 
firstly what to report, and aren’t 
afraid to report the things that 
almost happened. Reported data 
is used to create opportunities for 
organizational improvement, and 
a learning culture develops when 
leadership and front-line employees 
dynamically seek occasions to extract 
lessons from normal operations.  

Once satisfied that the culture has 
embraced reporting and learning, 
leaders can focus on supporting a 
just culture by modeling restorative 
accountability, that is, the forward-
facing accountability that assigns 
responsibility for addressing harm, 
rather than blame. As Grimshaw, et 
al. note, “One reason why so many 
leadership conversations about 
accountability problems produce little 
action is that during the conversation 
the leaders find a way to rationalize 
why they are not really accountable 
for solving the problem” (2006, p. 
12). For leaders, creating a culture 
of accountability in balance often 
means a frank admission that orga-
nizations tend to function exactly as 
they are designed, which is to say that 
cultural change can rarely overcome 
entrenched, misaligned corporate 
structures. In organizations that suc-
cessfully balance the tension inherent 
to a just culture, leaders are not only 
clear about expectations, they are also 
open to evaluating their own contri-
bution to systems that inadvertently 
bias toward blame. To borrow from 
Keith Hatter, symbolism without 
structural change is a con perpetu-
ated by people too afraid to change 
or who can’t be bothered to put in 

the effort. Finally, accountability is 
not only organization-facing. Some 
space for individual agency nearly 
always exists, even in tightly-coupled 
systems with layers of organiza-
tional control (Aveling, et al., 2016). 
Here, successful leaders focus not 
on balancing personal and organiza-
tional accountability, but instead on 
understanding that the relationship 
between the two is not exclusive, but 
cyclical. Systems have to be designed 
in light of their ability to support—or 
hinder—individual competence.

The problem, as Todd Conklin is 
fond of saying, is: “the thing about 
being wrong is that just before you 
know you are wrong, it feels exactly 
like you are right.” A just culture 
acknowledges this and, rather than 
focusing on blame, unpacks context 
to understand not only why, but how 
events could have happened. It wraps 
this shift in thinking in an organiza-
tional commitment to transparency 
and learning, so that we can more 
readily access the tools people need 
to create safety as a capacity for 
resilience in the face of uncertainty. 
Just culture shifts our perspective 
to understanding from the bottom 
up, and to paving a restorative path 
forward, assigning accountability 
not as blame, but as the responsibil-
ity for addressing harm. To do this, 
leaders must take a transformative 
approach and work not only to build 
systemic support for individual 
agency, but also to dismantle those 
trappings of the old ways of “blame 
and shame” if they are to reap the 
benefits of moving toward just 
culture. Now, let’s get to work.   
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